Purpose or Goal: Students will learn the Correction Symbols. Students will learn to correct grammar errors.

Week 3

Materials and supplies: Students should bring a pen or pencil, and Correction Symbols handout. SI leader will bring white board erase markers, just in case and paragraph handout to work with. Beach ball.

Opening Strategy (SI Leader):
- Ice Breakers.
  Using a beach ball that has random questions on it, students will throw it to each other. When the student catches will see in what question is his or her thumb falling and answer that question after the student introduced herself or himself.
- Introducing the concept
  I. - Checking out the Correction Symbols sheet.
  II. - Bingo of Correction Symbols (game)
  III. - Fix and find grammatical mistakes from a paragraph that was written wrong on purpose.
- Note review
  The handout was reviewed on class but SI leaders and students will figure out how to find, mark and fix mistakes within a text.

Collaborative Learning Activity: (10-20 minutes)

I. - Students will observe to the Correction Symbols sheet for 1 minute and will put it away.
II. - Bingo game’s rules will be explained.
III. - Bingo game of symbols will be play. (5-10 minutes).
IV. - The students will receive a paragraph in a handout that has several mistakes.
V. - Students will work by themselves finding the mistakes of the paragraph and label them with the appropriate Correction Symbol from the handout that was seen in class. They can refer to the bingo game too.
VI. After finding and labeling all errs in the paper, students will correct them and compare their answers in pairs.
VII. - Finally, students and SI leader will compare and discuss the answers.
VII. - If there is time left, students can work on correct their own Diagnostic essay.

Next Week’s Topic:
Works Cited page and Thesis Statements.

Closing: (SI Leader):
- Muddiest Point
  Sticky note for the record of what was the area that needs to improve
SI Session
Topic:

- Ah ha / Take away
  Sticky note for the record about the most helpful tip of the session.
- Preview for next class